
Requirements for  

Advancement from Level 1 

The Triangle Exercise (Sapu/Besset) 

_____ Foot should sweep completely around the triangle on a Sapu.  (score 1-10) 

_____ Back Sweep should be done beginning at the hip, and simply extending to the foot (sliding backward to 

 the third point on the triangle.  (score 1-10) 

Langka Nol 

_____ Chi Kung should be present throughout the form, with breathing (if sound in video),  

 dynamic tension with the centering posture, and hand being flat on the floor on Diving  

 for Needles (to show flexibility). (score 1-10) 

_____ All movement should show intent and purpose. (score 1-10) 

_____ The Kun Lun Pai Greeting (score 1-10) 

Mirror Hands / Palm Wave done in a deep horse 

stance. 
_____ score 1-10 

Applications  

_____ score 1-10—Show a Sapu (Front Sweep) 

_____ score 1-10—Show a Besset (Back Sweep) 

_____ score 1-10—Show a Palm Wave Entrance. 

_____ score 1-10—Show a Pukulan Entrance with Palm Wave. 

 

_________ SCORE Total of 100 

Reviewer:  

Date:  



Requirements for  

Advancement from Level 2 

The Serak Djurus 1-8 

_____ Each Djurus performed from Front, Right, AND Left Side View. (score 1-10) 

_____ Intent and Purpose in each movement.   (score 1-10) 

____   Eyes forward as though looking at opponent.   (score 1-10) 

____   Each Djurus performed.   (score 1-10) 

The Serak Djurus 1-8 Performed with Applications 

_____ On Video, identify the Djurus, then perform the application making it clear where the 

application is coming from. 

 It may be necessary to shoot from more than one angle. If so, please identify 

before performing the application.   (score 1-80) 

 

____   One unique application from each Djurus.   (score 1-10) 

 

_____ All movement should show intent and purpose. (score 1-10) 

Applications —- Changes to Come After I meet with Tim 

_____ score 1-10—Show a Sapu (Front Sweep) 

_____ score 1-10—Show a Besset (Back Sweep) 

_____ score 1-10—Show a Palm Wave Entrance. 

_____ score 1-10—Show a Pukulan Entrance with Palm Wave. 

 

_______ TOTAL SCORE of 180 

 

 

Reviewer:  

Date:  



Requirements for  

Advancement from Level 3 

Djurus Satu 

_____ Djurus Satu performed at speed from Front View and Rear View. (score 1-10) 

_____ Intent and Purpose in each movement.   (score 1-10) 

____   Eyes forward as though looking at opponent.   (score 1-10) 

____   Djurus Satu performedfrom Front, Right, and Left Side Views.   (score 1-10) 

Djurus Satu Performed with Applications 

______ Identify the movement and perform five application making clear where the application 

is  coming from in the form. 

 It may be necessary to shoot from more than one angle. If so, please identify 

before performing the application.   (score 1-50) 

______ All movement should show intent and purpose. (score 1-10) 

_____ Perform Application with Intent and Purpose without hurting your training partner. 

(score 1-10) 

Energy —- Changes to take effect After Video is filmed 

_____ score 1-10—Show Whiplash energy. 

_____ score 1-10—Show Bouncing energy. 

_____ score 1-10—Show Short Energy. 

_____ score 1-10—Show Long Energy. 

_____ score 1-10—Show an Explosive energy. 

_____ score 1-10—Show Spiral energy. 

_____ score 1-10—Show Spinal energy. 

 

_______ TOTAL SCORE of 180 

 

Reviewer:  

Date:  



Requirements for  

Advancement from Level 4 

Djurus / Langka Dua 

_____ Djurus Dua performed at speed from Front View and Rear View. (score 1-10) 

_____ Intent and Purpose in each movement.   (score 1-10) 

____  Eyes forward as though looking at opponent.   (score 1-10) 

____  Djurus Dua performedfrom Front, Right, and Left Side Views.   (score 1-10) 

_____  All points of "making entrance" should be audible.   (score 1-10) 

 

 

 

 

Djurus / Langka Dua Applications 
 

____  Perform Five Applications from the djurus (handwork) portion of the Langka Dua 

 form, identifying where each application comes from.   (score 1-50) 

Proper foot placement.    
Proper posture. 

____ Perform Two Applications demonstrating techniques from the langka portion of the 

 form, identifying where each application comes from.   (score 1-20) 

Proper foot placement. 
Proper posture. 

____ Perform Three Bladed Applications from the form.    (score 1-30) 

Proper foot placement. 
Proper posture. 
Good blade retention 

______ TOTAL SCORE of 150 

 

Reviewer:  

Date:  

 



Requirements for  

Advancement from Level 5 

Langka Tiga 

_____ Langka Tiga performed at speed from Front View and Rear View. (score 1-10) 

_____ Intent and Purpose in each movement.   (score 1-10) 

____  Eyes forward as though looking at opponent.   (score 1-10) 

____  Langka Tiga performedfrom Front, Right, and Left Side Views.   (score 1-10) 

_____  All points of "making entrance" should be audible.   (score 1-10) 

 

 

 

 

Langka Tiga Applications 
 

____   Perform Five Applications from the djurus portion of the Langka Dua form,  

 identifying where each application comes from.  (score 1-50) 

 At least two of the applications should be based off of the spinning  aspect 

of the form. 
 At least two applications should be based off of the ’Awfully Sudden 

 Changes’. 
 At least one application to include the leaping in the form.  
 Proper Foot Placement 
 Proper Posture 

____ Perform Three Bladed Applications demonstrating at least one.  (score 1-30) 

Proper foot placement. 
Proper posture. 
Good blade retention     

________ TOTAL SCORE of 130 

 

Reviewer:  

Date:  



Requirements for  

Advancement from Level 6 

Pai Yun 

_____ Pai Yun performed at speed from Front View. (score 1-10) 

_____ Intent and Purpose in each movement.   (score 1-10) 

____  Eyes forward as though looking at opponent.   (score 1-10) 

____  Pai Yun performedfrom Front, Right, and Left Side Views.   (score 1-10) 

_____  All points of "making entrance" should be audible.   (score 1-10) 

 

Pai Yun Applications 
 

____  Perform Five Applications from the djurus (handwork) portion of the Pai Yun  form, 

identifying where each application comes from.   (score 1-50) 

Proper foot placement. 

Proper posture. 

Both Hands ALWAYS busy. 

____ Perform Two Applications demonstrating techniques from the langka portion of the 

 form, identifying where each application comes from.   (score 1-20) 

Proper foot placement. 

Proper posture. 

____ Perform Three Bladed Applications from the form.    (score 1-30) 

Proper foot placement. 

Proper posture. 

Good blade retention 

____ Perform One Application using the Advancing Tiger. (score 1-30) 

____ Perform One Application using the Shaolin forearm conditioning drill (score 1-30) 

____ Perform One Application using a ‘Tiger Roll’ (score 1-10) 

____ Demonstrate one each of the following:   (score 1-30) 

 Shaolin Forearm Conditioning 

 Fingertip Push Ups 

 Grasping Drills with a brick or bean bag 

____ TOTAL SCORE of 250 

 

Reviewer:  

Date:  



Requirements for  

Advancement from Level 7 

Ling Sing Toi 

Ling Sing Toi 

_____ Ling Sing Toi performed at speed from Front and Rear View. (score 1-10) 

_____ Intent and Purpose in each movement.   (score 1-10) 

____  Eyes forward as though looking at opponent.   (score 1-10) 

____  Ling Sing Toi performedSlowly from Front, Right, and Left Side Views.   (score 1-10) 

_____ All points of "making entrance" should be audible.   (score 1-10) 

 

 

 

 

Ling Sing Toi Applications 
 

____   Perform Five Applications from the djurus (handwork) portion of the Ling Sing Toi 

 form, identifying where each application comes from.   (score 1-50) 

Proper foot placement.   (score 1-10) 

Proper posture. 
____ Perform Two Applications demonstrating techniques from the langka portion of the 

 form, identifying where each application comes from.   (score 1-20) 

Proper foot placement. 
Proper posture. 

____ Perform Three Bladed Applications from the form.    (score 1-30) 

Proper foot placement. 
Proper posture. 
Good blade retention 

______ TOTAL SCORE of 110 

 

Reviewer:  

Date:  



Requirements for  

Advancement from Level 7  

Tong Lung Tai 

Tong Lung Tai 

_____ Tong Lung Tai performed at speed from Front and Rear View. (score 1-10) 

_____ Intent and Purpose in each movement.   (score 1-10) 

____  Eyes forward as though looking at opponent.   (score 1-10) 

____  Tong Lung Tai performedSlowly from Front, Right, and Left Side Views.    

 (score 1-10) 

_____  All points of "making entrance" should be audible.   (score 1-10) 

 

 

 

 

Tong Lung Tai Applications 
 

____  Perform Five Applications from the djurus (handwork) portion of the Tong Lung Tai

 form, identifying where each application comes from.   (score 1-50) 

Proper foot placement.    
Proper posture. 

____ Perform Two Applications demonstrating techniques from the langka portion of the 

 form, identifying where each application comes from.   (score 1-20) 

Proper foot placement. 
Proper posture. 

____ Perform Three Bladed Applications from the form.    (score 1-30) 

Proper foot placement. 
Proper posture. 
Good blade retention 

____ total out of 150 

 

Reviewer:  

Date:  

 


